DIVINE LIGHT OCE@N TEMPLE
COSMIC GOLDEN SOLAR ANGEL WORKSHOP
The Cosmic Golden Solar Angel workshop covers these following requirements.....
So as you can be the best you were designed to be!
~ Learning to live with purpose in service, that is the role of the Cosmic Golden Solar Angel
~Knowing how to enter into another dimension
~You will have cleared, aligned and balanced all 7 chakras
~ Realize and discover then begin to activate the new 5 chakra system above you
~ Connect and activate the 33 winged chakras for your Golden Solar body
~ You will have received your Higher Self name from the Golden Sun and your keepership at the time
~ You will understand the 4 elements and the 7 directions around you and the planet
~ Get to know the horizontal & vertical pillar alignments and why
~ Receive at least one of the keys/codes for the door into Shamballa, the Sun, & the 3 Ascending planets,
Venus, Neptune & Earth
~ Experience the 3 fold flame enhancing and entwining into the Golden White Solar Flame
~ Understand the 4 levels and frequencies of the brain and linking into the universal mind, which are the
conscious mind, the sub conscious, the super conscious and the soul mind or the monadic mind, which all
connect to the 4 elements of Earth, Water, Air & Fire
~ Acknowledging your Light body and anchoring the divine blueprint
~ Finding your Inner Plane ashram during meditation
~ Healing oneself in a multidimensional way, understanding dimensional healing
~ Therefore a Cosmic Angel is being oneself fully in their mastery of Light & Love
~ Uniting the masculine and feminine bodies into unity within, merging the flames of Love & light or power
into..... THE POWER OF LOVE .
Once you are in your Power of Love, you’re in Love, you are Love and therefore you can move energy!!
You can only move energy when in the Love frequency.... it’s not anything magical or mysterious or for the
selected few, but for all, equally and then you’ll realize you are the magical and mysterious wonderful
multidimensional person that you can be. A true being of light …A Cosmic Golden Solar Angel is you....
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